
Fence colour – Summershade®

Fence colour – Riversand®
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Not all coloured steel fencing is made from COLORBOND® steel. Be sure to get what you 
pay for. Fencing made from COLORBOND® steel is branded with a subtle laser engraving 
(on either side of the fence) at least three times on each 2.4 metre fencing section. This 
subtle laser brand can be found in the centre of each fencing sheet within the panel. 

 
Only genuine COLORBOND® steel is backed by a warranty1 from Australia’s BlueScope. 
Look for the brand.

Make sure it’s the real thing

Why is COLORBOND® steel so tough?

Fencing provider:

1 Warranty subject to application and eligibility criteria. For full terms and conditions and to determine the eligibility of your 
fence for the warranty visit www.bluescopesteel.com.au/warranties or call BlueScope Steel on 1800 022 999.

2 For Maintenance of COLORBOND® steel see Technical Bulletin 4 at steel.com.au/library. 

3 The COLORBOND® steel colours shown in this brochure have been reproduced to represent actual product colours as 
accurately as possible. We recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample of the product before 
purchasing as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process may affect colour tones. To determine the 
most suitable material for your project, please contact your supplier or see www.colorbond.com

COLORBOND®, ZINCALUME®, BlueScope, the BlueScope brand mark and ® colour names are registered trade marks of 
BlueScope Steel Limited. © 2014 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.

Panels made from genuine COLORBOND® steel are made by BlueScope using an 
advanced 4-step process to ensure it lasts beautifully.

Step 1. A base of ZINCALUME® steel ensures outstanding anti-corrosion performance.

Step 2. A conversion layer is chemically applied to enhance coating adhesion.

Step 3. A polyester primer is baked onto the surface.

Step 4.  A topcoat of specially developed exterior grade lead-free paint is baked on 
to enhance resistance to chipping, peeling and cracking. Our highly durable 
polyester technology ensures the painted finish retains its look for longer.

To learn more about COLORBOND® steel call 1800 022 999 or visit:

bluescopesteel.com.au/warrantiescolorbond.com/fencing

To activate or apply for your warranty1To design the colour scheme for your home 
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Fencing
Make your great outdoors even greater

Colour your world

There are 14 designer colours3 to choose 
from, all inspired by nature. So whether 
you want light or dark, delicate or deep, 
you’ll find the perfect tone to complement 
your home and surroundings.

Grey Ridge® Evergreen®

Domain®Terrace®

Willow®Hedge®

Harvest® Summershade®

Teatree®Riversand®

Red Oak® Bluestone®

Meadow®Estate®



Fence colour – Bluestone®Fence colour – Red Oak®
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Fence colour – Harvest®

Fence colour – Meadow®

Fence colour – Teatree®

Invite the indoors out. Create your own 
private oasis with a beautiful fence 
made from COLORBOND® steel.

Enjoy the strong, long-lasting beauty of a fence made from 
COLORBOND® steel, knowing it’s made by BlueScope for 
Australian conditions.

Feel safe and at ease

When installed correctly a fence made from COLORBOND® steel has smooth 
surfaces and close fitting panels without any vertical gaps, obvious footholds 
or loose palings. This helps keep your home private and secure so you can be 
more confident your kids and pets are where they should be.

Sit back and relax

No more painting, oiling or having to nail palings back on. Fencing made from 
COLORBOND® steel is low maintenance giving you great value for money. 
All it needs is an occasional wash2 and removal of any debris to keep it looking 
beautiful well into the future.

Love your outdoor retreat

With its clean, sleek lines and no 
exposed railings, fencing made from 
COLORBOND® steel looks great 
whichever side of the fence you’re on. 
You can choose the fence or gate 
design you want and personalise it by 
adding lattice, pickets, slats and post 
caps. Check with your fencing supplier.

Make the right choice

Wherever you live in Australia, you 
can rest assured that all genuine 
COLORBOND® steel is made 
by BlueScope to consistently 
high standards.

COLORBOND® steel is 100% termite 
proof and won’t rot. 

It’s also non-combustible and resists the 
progress of fire. That’s important when 
you consider the number of Australian 
homes in metropolitan and surrounding 
areas located [close] to bushland. A fence 
made from COLORBOND® steel is a 
smart choice, providing you the security 
you need and good looks that last.

Think strength ... 
think COLORBOND® steel

Tested and developed for almost 50 
years in some of Australia’s harshest 
conditions, so you have the peace of 
mind of knowing COLORBOND® steel is 
made and tested for Australia and backed 
by a warranty1 from BlueScope, one of 
Australia’s largest manufacturers. 

14 designer  
colours

Strength and  
durability

100%   
recyclable

 Up to 10 year   
warranty1

Termite   
proof

Fire   
resistant

Easy  
maintenance


